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Comments on consultation paper on Introduction of Calling Name 

Presentation (CNAP) in Telecommunication Networks 

 

The CAG (NCHSE) reg. no. TRAI/CAG/11/2013-CA   date 04/06/2021 has the following 

comments to offer for consideration: 

Q 1. Whether there is a need to introduce the calling Name presentation (CNAP) 

supplementary service in the telecommunication network in India?       

Comments: There is need to introduce the Calling Name Presentation (CNAP) as a 

supplementary service to the telecommunication networks in India. Since the cyber 

crime in India has been increasing very fast, therefore, there is urgent need to introduce 

CNAP. 

Q 2. Should the CNAP service be mandatorily activated in respect of each telephone 

subscriber? 

Comments: We do not think that CNAP should be mandatory activated. This facility 

should be available to those who demands it. 

Q 3. In case your response to the Q2 Is in the negative, kindly suggest a suitable 

method for acquiring consent of the telephone subscribers for activation of CNAP 

service?  

Comments: The TSPs should be asked to find out the consent of the telephone 

subscriber for activation of CNAP service. They can do by sending SMS to all 

subscribers. 

Q 4. Should the name identity information provided by telephone consumer in the 

Customer Acquisition Forms (CAFs) be used for the purpose of CNAP? If your 

answer is in the negative, please elaborate your reasons?  

Comments: The name identify information provided by telephone consumers in the 

Customer Acquisition Forms (CAFs) can be used for the purpose of CNAP, provided 

this information is verified and checked by the concern TSP, regularly. 

Q 5. Which among the following models should be used for implementation of CNAP in 

telecommunication network in India?  

Comments:  Model no. 1 should be used, because it will be easy to fix the responsibility 

if there is an error or wrong information about CNAP. 



Q 6. What measures should be taken to ensure delivery of CNAP to the called party 

without a considerable increase in the call set up time? 

Comments: To ensure that the time taken in delivery the CNAP should be lesser in the 

call setup time. The TSPs may be requested to develop their system. It is to be seen 

that TSPs follow the instructions of TRAI. 

Q 7. Whether the existing telecommunication networks in India support the provision of 

CNAP supplementary service? If no, what changes/additions will be required to 

enable all telecommunication networks in India with CNAP supplementary service? 

Kindly provide detailed response in respect of landline networks as well as 

wireless networks. 

Comments: We think that the existing telecommunication network support the provision 

of CNAP supplementary service. In future, is any problem comes in the existing sets the 

same can be resolved by upgrading the mobile and land line networks. 

Q 8. Whether the mobile handsets and landline telephone sets in use in India are 

enabled with CNAP feature? If no, what actions are required to be taken for 

enabling CNAP feature on all mobile handsets and landline telephone sets?  

Comments: The only option is to request the manufacturing company to upgrade the 

hand sets and land line telephone set and if it is not possible the alternative is to change 

the set. In that case telecom consumer can be asked to have CNAP facility, you are 

required to have a suitable handset which has such facility also,  

 Q 9. Whether outgoing calls should be permitted from National Toll-Free numbers? 

Please elaborate your response.   

Comments: No, It will be against the privacy. 

Q 10. In case the response to the Q9 is in the affirmative, whether CNAP service should 

be activated for National Toll-Free numbers? If yes, please provide a mechanism 

for its implementation. 

Comments: No, need no comment. 

Q 11. Whether CNAP service should be implemented for 140-level numbers allocated to 

registered telemarketers?  

Comments:  Since the CNAP services will be in the initial stage, if implemented the 

process of its effect should be watched carefully and thereafter, if all goes fine can be 

implemented, for 140 level numbers allocated to registered telemarketers. 

Q 12. If your answer to Q11 is in the affirmative, then kindly elucidate the technical 

considerations for implementing CNAP service for registered telemarketers so that 

the name identity of the principal entity may be presented to the called party. 

Comments:  Need not to comment. 



Q 13. Whether the bulk subscribers and National Toll-free numbers should be given a 

facility of presenting their ‘preferred name’ in place of the name appearing in the 

CAF? Please elaborate your response. 

Comments: We are of the opinion that if preferred name of the bulk subscribers is other 

than mentioned in the CAF then the company should change the name is the CAF after 

due approval from the concern TSP. In this situation the preferred name and name 

mentioned in the CAF will be the same. In case of Toll free numbers such facility should 

be given only after successful attempt in case of bulk subscriber because in toll-free 

number the person changes from time to time and it is frequently done, so the selection 

of preferred name may not be same at all time. 

Q 14. In case the response to the Q13 is in the affirmative, what rules should govern the 

implementation of such a facility? 

Comments:  Need not to comment. 

Q 15. Whether there is a requirement of any amendment in telecommunication service 

licenses/ authorizations in case CNAP is introduced in the Indian 

telecommunication network? Please provide a detailed response. 

Comments:  If the CNAP facility is introduced in India, there is need to amend the 

existing provisions or to include new provisions in telecommunication service licenses/ 

authorization. It requires heavy responsibility on the part of TSPs to make sure their 

CAF up date and on the other side Govt. has to amend the existing provision or to 

include new provision to safe guards the interest of customer by providing safety. For 

this strict provisions should be made and there must be fine/ penalty also if the end 

person is receiving wrong person photo in CNAP which defer from CAF. 

Q 16. Whether there are any other issues/ suggestions relevant to the subject? If yes, 

the same may be furnished with proper justification. 

Comments: The idea of name presentation facility where the name identity of the 

calling party is displayed on the called party’s telephone, so that call receiving party can 

be sure to have a talk with the genuine person, but the past experiences show that 

more facilities to telecom consumers invite more risk. The example of this are various 

apps. The weak provisions in the laws give the benefit to cyber crime. Therefore, 

looking to the past experiences, we are of the firm opinion that name display facility on 

mobile/landline telephone should first start on model basis to certain area and after their 

experience it should start gradually to urban areas of MTNL. Before starting this facility 

the TSPs must give an undertaking is writing that CAF is update and checked. This 

process should be done regularly. 

 From the telecom consumer side, it is to be ensured that. whatever 

information/data has been given in CAF is correct and if there is change, the 

responsibility of the consumer to update it in CAF. 



 Over all the telecom laws must suitability be amended or new laws should be 

introduced to safe guards the interest of telecom consumers, specially the safety point 

of view. 

 In nut shell go slow, watch the experience. 

Regards, 

 
 
(R. Chandra) 
 Sr. Fellow  
 

 


